Implementation Services: Wireless
Site Survey, Design, Assessment
Implementation Services to Fit Your Needs

Wireless Site Surveys

In a constantly changing complex network environment,
deploying cutting-edge technologies, solutions and products
can be daunting. GCI’s implementation services can simplify
this process, allowing you and your staff to focus on your core
business. GCI can help you design, build and execute an
implementation plan that includes readiness, deployment,
migration, integration, transformation and ongoing support.

To successfully support today’s mission-critical wireless
applications, a proper design is imperative. Start with
a comprehensive wireless site survey from Global
Convergence.
GCI has extensive capabilities to provide wireless
technology and global coverage to our customers.
Our wireless core competencies span multiple
environments and include:

Design
GCI partners with customers to develop a new network
design,
required
products,
infrastructure,
and
transformation plans based on network topology, business
requirements, applications and other factors.

Implementation (Transformation)
Physical implementation of the environment to the new
design. Achieve successful operational status and delivery of
your targeted design.

•
•
•
•

Wireless engineering, consulting, design,
deployment and validation of wireless networks
Identity and access management
Data privacy and encryption
RTLS/Location services

GCI has extensive experience in conducting
assessments to ensure wireless performance.

Wireless Site Survey & Assessments
Wireless Design
• Project Manager Required
• Periodic Health Checks to
ensure your wireless
network is keeping up with
evolving applications,
devices and security policies
• Related Reports, Maps and
Topology Summaries
• Wireless Spectrum Analysis
if applicable

(800) 638-8481

Wireless Network
Services

Wireless Network
Security

GCI helps you plan, design,
deploy and monitor your
wireless network. Our team
of certified wireless
engineers follow a proven
methodology to provide a
comprehensive network
design that will deliver both
capacity and performance.

GCI’s certified engineers can
provide complete wireless
security audits and share
security best practices to
ensure customers are
properly protected. Identity
Management and Secure
Access for Guest, BYOD and
Corporate devices are
provided through industry
standard Network Access
Control Solutions.
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Multiple Types of Wireless Site Surveys:

Governance as a Game-Changer

Wireless Network Design types to implement a new
wireless network or replace old technology:

GCI delivers unprecedented value to its customers
with an intense focus on governance and seamless
alignment to internal processes.

✓ Onsite Greenfield wireless surveys
✓ Offsite predictive wireless surveys
✓ Hybrid wireless surveys
✓ Network Augmentation wireless surveys
Post Installation Validation Surveys to verify coverage
and capacity.
Wireless Assessments designed to analyze existing
networks that are experiencing issues or to identify
performance gaps.
GCI’s project managers are highly qualified, and GCI has
extensive experience in successfully deploying large,
global and geographically diverse networks.
Our global deployment and network transformation
portfolio offer clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Survey and Assessment
Architecture and Design
Configuration to Order and Product Assurance
Project Management
Implementation and Global Transformation
Onsite and Remote Staff Augmentation Solutions

(800) 638-8481

GCI employs a consultative and highly collaborative
approach to support business challenges. We listen.
We respond. Our innovative and out-of-the box
thinking drives process improvements and builds
trusted partnerships with our customers.

GCI Certifications
GCI has invested in universally accepted standards
and has achieved certifications for ISO 9001:2015, ISO
27001:2013, SOC 1 Type 2 and SOC 2 Type 2.
Additionally, GCI has certified for the EU-US Privacy
Shield Framework program.
GCI was named to the prestigious 2019 MSP 501 List
at #59.

Contact GCI Today
(800) 638-8481
info@globalconvergence.com
https://www.globalconvergence.com
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